Oregon Laws 1983
(Special Session)

Note: From 1953 through 1987, after each regular session of the Legislative Assembly the Legislative Counsel distributed ORS replacement parts that included the comparative section table covering only that regular session and accompanying special sessions. Prior years' tables were not updated to reflect actions taken in editing the current year's statutes. For example, a 1983 session law section published as a note after ORS 123.456 would be given a "Temp" designation, followed by a parenthetical "(123.456)" in the 1983 table. If the section was codified in 1987, the 1983 table would not be updated. Beginning with publication of the 1989 statutes, the Legislative Counsel published after each regular session an entirely new ORS edition that included updated prior tables to reflect the current year's editing actions. In the example here, if the 1983 section was codified in 1991 as 123.458, the Legislative Counsel would delete the "(123.456)" and change the "Temp" designation to "123.458."
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*Counsel published after each regular session an entirely new ORS edition that included updated prior tables to reflect the current year's editing actions. In the example here, if the 1983 section was codified in 1991 as 123.458, the Legislative Counsel would delete the "(123.456)" and change the "Temp" designation to "123.458."
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*Note: Sections 1 to 185, chapter 3, Oregon Laws 1983 (Special Session), were to become operative only if the amendment to the Oregon Constitution proposed by S.J.R. 30 (1983 Special Session) was approved by the people. The proposed amendment failed and this chapter has not been compiled.
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